Search Engines for Shape

How to ‘Google’ CAD

When searching CAD
What seems obvious to some…
is actually just a matter of perspective ...
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There must be a better way!
Synonyms, global languages, errors and apathy all combine to make attribute-based search clumsy at best.
And infuriating at worst.

But all
models have
shape!

The ability to define models by shape means classification is automatic, ending
reliance on humans for attribute labeling; and shape also has the benefit of being
unbiased and universal across companies and continents.

AUTOMATIC – UNBIASED – UNIVERSAL
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CADSEEK
CADSEEK captures the geometry of CAD models using pattern recognition.

Geometric Fingerprint
27458745231525444856786 …

Like modern CAD software, CADSEEK is a surface-based technology, allowing CADSEEK to
operate at the high resolution of the CAD model creating tremendous precision.
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The technology transforms complex
geometric shape into a numerical
shape code…, essentially a very
long string of numbers, making each
shape readily comparable.

Key Advantages of CADSEEK
Universal

Real-time Search

• Any CAD Format

• New models can be
used as search targets
immediately because
the shape signatures are
numerical rather than
images or maps that
require lengthy pair-wise
comparisons.

• Assemblies
• Neutral formats such as
IGES or STL

• Laser scans and pointcloud data

Accuracy

• The encoding speed of a
typical model is less
than 1 second, but can
be longer for complex
assemblies.

CADSEEK utilizes a
surface-based approach,
like CAD, which captures
all facets of shape. This
approach creates an
unprecedented ability to
not just determine if
models are identical, but
more importantly, to
accurately score models
for their degree of
similarity.
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Flexibility
Ability to tune the
importance of each facet
of shape, allowing
expanded search tiers that
still control clutter.

A Suite of Solutions
Design

Supply Chain

Engineering
Management & IT

Sales

Manufacturing

Distribution &
Service Parts

Intelligent Part Codes

Shape-based Search with
3D Visual Browsing

Shape-based Search
within a Web Application

Shape-based
Analytics
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Automated
Quotation

Identification,
Substitution & 3D Printing

Product Brochure
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Performance & Features
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Performance

“

We Don't Need the Ability to Search Something...,
We Need the Ability to Find Something!
Dana Nickerson, Director of Global Process Management, Whirlpool

Accuracy

The difference between SEARCHING and FINDING essentially comes down to two things:
Avoiding Omissions
How many times has someone searched in vain for a model they know is in the database but simply can’t make
appear in the search results? CADSEEK avoids these false negative errors because it isn’t dependent on having a
matching keyword, matching image orientations or nearly identical parametric value profiles.

Avoiding Clutter
CADSEEK operates across all facets of shape, and at the high resolution of the CAD model, allowing it to avoid
coincidental matching.

“

Yet most engineering departments are still limited to out-ofdate parametric search tools that produce either thousands of
hits or no hits at all.
Accelerating Innovation with New Data Strategies, TDWI.org
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Performance
Accuracy
Cont’d

The accuracy of CADSEEK is
demonstrated in the image at right, where
even at the most expanded search setting
CADSEEK produces results that are still
focused and meaningful, without the
clutter that obscures useful results.
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Performance, Cont’d
Similarity

Similarity scoring is challenging -- much more difficult than identifying duplicate parts, but also far more
valuable. Because CADSEEK considers all facets of shape it creates the ability to see the patterns that
make parts similar across all the permutations of scale, aspect ratio, feature changes and the like.
The image at right shows
how CADSEEK rank
orders search results with
a meaningful similarity
score.
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Performance, Cont’d
Universal

A search application isn’t very useful if it can’t encode all CAD formats used by an organization both now and
in the future, including assemblies and neutral formats like STL, IGES and STP. CADSEEK not only can
encode all types of CAD, but even 3D laser scans and point-cloud data.

Real-Time

CADSEEK’s shape signatures are numerical, allowing a newly created model, or one received from a
colleague, customer or vendor, to be immediately available for use as a search target.

Scalability

CADSEEK has been deployed in environments with millions of models, thousands of users, dozens of global
locations and multiple CAD data sources.
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Features
Options for
Launching a
Search

Beginning a shape-search requires first selecting a model on which to base the search. CADSEEK
provides a broad and convenient range of options for initiating a search including:
• Visualized browsing of part families in an immersive, 3D, fly-through environment called the Navigator
• Text search, alone or in combination with shape
• Integration with CAD to search with new or modified models, including a Rough Sketch option that can use a
model quickly sketched in CAD without careful dimensioning or detail, to be used as a search target
• FILE OPEN command to search using a model stored on desktop on in local drives

• Extract one or multiple parts from an assembly and search using just those items as the search target
• Photos and hand-drawn sketches
• Integration with PLM
• QR codes and RFID tags
• 3-dimensional laser scans and point-cloud data
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Features, Cont’d
Visualized
Browsing

CADSEEK has the ability to both accurately and reliably classify models by shape, allowing CADSEEK to create shapebased families within the shape index. These families are visualized as tiles in the Navigator module pictured at left below.

The Navigator is an immersive, 3-dimensional
space that can be tilted, zoomed and rotated
with ‘fly-though’ capability. Each family is
represented as a tile. Tiles are arranged by
aspect ratio for intuitive browsing.

Clicking any tile reveals the
family members.

Attribute values
can be inspected.
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Any family member can be
selected to launch a shapebased search, with or
without text-based filters
applied.

A search can be expanded
through multiple tiers with
progressively less emphasis
put on scale and details,
allowing a greater range of
results but still without clutter.

Features, Cont’d
Extraction
from
Assembly
for Search

CADSEEK includes model inspection tools that allow a part or collection of parts to be
extracted and used as a search target.

Assembly model is found using the
Navigator Module.

Embedded tools within CADSEEK allow
the selection of individual components.

The components of
interest are selected
to perform a search.
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Extracted
components are
encoded on-the-fly.

Search results for only the
components of interest are
retrieved.

Features, Cont’d
Integration
with CAD or
PLM

Polaris provides drop-down menu functionality within CAD software like Creo, allowing users to efficiently send the open
model to search. CADSEEK also provides two-way interoperability with PLMs to allow any search result in CADSEEK to
have convenient access to the object’s page in the PLM for proper check-out procedure.

PTC Creo
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Features, Cont’d
Rough Sketch
Search

Rough Sketch search allows users to very quickly sketch a model in CAD and send it for search. The Rough Sketch search
feature takes advantage of CADSEEK’s Rough Sketch search setting to focus on the model’s primary shape with no penalty
for size or fine features.

An experienced Creo user was able to
rough sketch the model very quickly by
paying little attention to dimensions or
features.

A shape-signature was generated on
the fly for the new sketch, and in less
than a second CADSEEK retrieved 76
matches from a dataset of 20,000
models.
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The compare function shows the quickly sketched model in
yellow aligned and overlaid with the first search result in green.
Even though the sketch was about 40% larger and lacked detail,
CADSEEK was still able to retrieve and rank 76 search results
without clutter.

Features, Cont’d
Multiple
Search Tiers

A Polaris search can be expanded through multiple tiers, allowing detail and scale to be progressively ignored without
inducing unwelcome clutter. This means that each model in the index, in effect, has multiple profiles allowing greater
flexibility for search.

Standard Search

Expanded Search
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Rough Sketch / Exploratory
Search

Features, Cont’d
Integrated CAD Polaris incorporates numerous model inspection tools which are convenient for designers, and especially useful for supply
Inspection
chain and others who may not have CAD software on their desktop.
Tools

Any component of an assembly can be extracted and used as a search target for a new search.

3D Viewer with
rotation and zoom

Clipping

Measure

Transparency
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Exploded View

Features, Cont’d
Compare
Function

Polaris’s compare function aligns and overlays two models to help users identify the differences.

The user can select the COMPARE
feature to align and overlay any
search result with the search target.

Models are shown in different
colors to highlight differences.
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Models can be separated to look
for differences in detail.

Return on Investment
Beyond convenience, shape-based search and analytics create significant return on investment. Three
common use cases are profiled below.

Model and Part Reuse

“According to our research, as many as 30% to
40% of manufacturers’ parts are duplicates or
have acceptable substitutes.”

“It’s no secret that reusing existing part models
can lead to savings of $5,000 to $20,000 per part,
improve engineering capacity by 20 to 100 hours
per part, decrease risk and improve quality.”

Part Consolidation / Standardization

A study by the Parts Standardization and
Management Committee of the Dept. of Defense
calculated a five year inventory carrying
cost for an average part of $3,750.

A heavy equipment manufacturer estimated the
savings from consolidating two functionally
redundant parts at greater
than $10,000.
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Vendor Price Discrepancy

Shape-based classification makes it easy to
group and align similarly-shape parts with their
cost information to spot price variances like the
example above.

Use Cases by Business Domain
Design

Model and part reuse
Should-cost estimation
Institutional knowledge reuse

Manufacturing

Process reuse
Tool path reuse
Fixture design reuse
Identification

Engineering

Standardization
Production plan reuse
Cost analysis
Performance analysis

Sales

Quotation

Information
Technology

Attribute analysis
Merging acquired company data

Field Services

Identification
Substitution

Purchasing

Part Reuse
Vendor selection
Vendor cost analysis
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“CADSEEK Polaris was the
hands down winner.
We found iSEEK to exceed all
expectations.”

Brian Rugh,
Deere & Company

How to ‘Google’
CAD

George Taylor,
General Manager, Kenworth

John Deere
& Company

“Effective shape-based search
must tackle two primary jobs:
identifying topology similarities
and displaying results in a
comprehensible fashion.
CADSEEK accomplishes
both with ease
and simplicity.”

“CADSEEK saves time,
improves consistency and most
importantly, is exceptionally
easy to use.”

“CADSEEK has the functionality
necessary to help our company
reduce costs through several
paths. iSEEK’s technical
expertise have been well
proven in our evaluations.”
Rick Mihelic,
Peterbilt Motors Company
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“We attained several times the
return on our investment within
seven months of deploying
CADSEEK.”

Thank you for reviewing our guide.

To request a demonstration of any of our products please contact Mike Upah,
mupah@iseekcorp.com, or at 515.296.4156.
Demonstration videos are available on our website at www.iseekcorp.com
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